
Industry Insights Streamlined

How a hedge fund analyst transformed his research process with 
Vancery Surveys

Vancery Case Study
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Our hero, Kevin, a Consumer-focused 
hedge fund analyst, has been 
overwhelmed by the impacts of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Haven’t we all?

Kevin watched as his coverage universe 
declined 30%+ through February and 
March 2020 and has struggled to keep up 
with emerging industry-level views of 
potential impacts from supply chain 
disruptions.

What Kevin needs, most crucially, is time!!

With 1hour expert calls costing him 
valuable hours, and earnings season 
ongoing, Kevin simply doesn’t have time to 
follow developments in the industries he is 
responsible for staying smart on. 

To make matters worse, Kevin needs to get 
out of New York this week to travel to an in-
law’s home…

Behind the 8-Ball:  Research during COVID-19

Kevin and his team turned to Vancery
to set up an automated monthly survey 
capturing responses from 25 supply 
chain VPs across a wide variety of 
affected sectors.

On Vancery, Kevin can now tap into a 
recurring data feed of individual 
responses, from which he can identify 
the experts best suited for calls. No 
uncertainty or time wasted!

With a sweeping range of opinions at 
his disposal, visualized data feeds, and 
the ability to pinpoint top experts for 
calls, Kevin got ahead of the 8-ball 
with Vancery Surveys.



Speed & Efficiency. Non-Anonymous Expert Surveys. 
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Interactive Data Visualization – Dynamic charts allow Kevin to click 
into results to see response statistics and understand trends in the data.

Answers Tagged to Experts – Kevin can now understand who provided 
a given answer within the respondent pool.

Integrated Expert Profiles – Kevin is now able to view full profiles of 
survey respondents to schedule follow up calls as needed.

Period-Over-Period Results –Kevin and his team can monitor answers 
over multiple periods and track changes in sentiment over time.

Streamlining the research process with our automated fundamental research tools.



How Vancery Surveys Improve Research Process
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New investment idea
Model initial upside/downside 
views with high level reading & 

conversations with industry execs

Survey dozens of experts on 
fundamental topics such as Sales, 
Inventory Management, or Supply 

Chain that will drive your thesis

Conduct 1x1 calls with experts that 
have submitted divergent views in 

your survey

Confirm the key pillars and 
rationales of your investment thesis 

to finalize underwriting
Size up your position

Risk manage your position by 
periodically polling experts to keep 

tabs on fundamental topics 
underpinning your thesis

Kevin augmented his research process with qualitative and quantitative expert survey data. 



Sit Back and Relax: Data Viz in Period-over-Period Surveys
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Once Kevin had his recurring monthly Survey set up on Vancery, all he had to do was 
log in and view results as they changed over time.

Kevin’s data was visualized and updated in real time, without the hassle of expensive 
and lengthy 1x1 calls!



“I’ve been frustrated by the pace and required time 

investment of expert calls for a really long time…but I 

also need the industry level views for my investment 

decisions. 

Vancery’s Survey platform gave me an easy-to-use 

tool that let me collect what I needed and refocus on 

far, far higher value-add work. 

My plan is to continue setting these up as new topics 

arise, and to let Vancery help me do the work of of 

monitoring our current positions! ” 

-Kevin, Analyst

• Monthly empirical data from a curated 

cohort of 25 supply chain experts

• Blend of response and profile data

allowed for a rich, dynamic data set that 

unearthed new patterns

• Kevin pivoted to analyzing data rather
than gathering it; no more time emailing

back and forth to schedule and conduct 

calls

• Responses were graphically visualized to 

display trends and changes over time

• With view of individual responses, strong 
respondents were identified for calls

The Result Client Testimonial
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Kevin found his Survey to be a far more 
efficient research tool than the exhausting 
process of setting up 1hr expert calls.



Vancery is the world’s first Professional Exchange. 

We offer professional researchers the world’s best market 

research platform with both access to our network of industry 

professionals and a suite of research and collaboration tools. 

We serve knowledge workers in corporations, management 

consulting, technology startups, venture capitalists, private 

equity investors, and hedge funds.

Interested In Learning More?

Connect with us at info@vancery.com
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About Us


